Rupture directions of hydraulic fractures derived from microseismic waveform complexity
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Summary
The waveforms of microseismic events during hydraulic fracturing are complicated sometimes and could not be interpreted as simple point sources. If we assume that the waveforms are a superimposition of several subevents occurred on the same fracture plane with different initial times, then we can determine the stepover rupture direction by identifying and locating these subevents. Real data analysis show that stepover rupture directions derived from waveform complexity are consistent with temporal-spatial distribution of microseismic events. The results could also be indicators of pumping fluid flow directions during and after hydraulic performance.

Introduction
Hydraulic fracturing is an effective method to stimulate tight reservoirs. It involves pumping high-pressure fluid into reservoir rocks to force the opening of cracks, which could allow oil and gas to flow freely. Microseismic monitoring is an effective method to evaluate the hydraulic performance and to avoid undesirable ruptures. The temporal-spatial distribution and source mechanisms of microseismic events are usually used to monitor the opening of cracks associated with fluid injection and to evaluate stimulated rock volume. Downhole monitoring has advantage of high quality seismic data, and had been applied in many hydraulic fracturing experiments (Jones et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2016). More and more new techniques have been developed to exact more information from microseismic data, such as template search (Meng et al., 2016) based on waveform similarity, double difference tomography (Chen et al., 2016) based on relative arrival time information. However, these methods treat the microseismic events as point sources and ignore the complexity of events source which could shed light on rupture directions and so on.

The waveforms of microseismic events are complicated sometimes and could not be interpreted as simple point sources. Figure 1 shows examples for simple waveform and complicated waveform of microseismic events from a downhole monitoring. The simple waveform in Figure 1a is a typical microseismic event and could be interpreted as a point source. However, the waveforms in Figure 1b seem to be a superimposition of several subevents with different arrival times. The waveforms of P wave and S wave have similar characteristics that could indicate a complex source.

Figure 1: Examples of waveform recorded during hydraulic fracturing. a) Simple waveform of microseismic event; b) complex waveform of microseismic events.

Figure 2: Slip distribution of several subregions of one fault plane.

If the rupture process on a fracture plane is simple, the direct P and S waves will be like pulses. However, the fracture plane is complicated in many cases. For example, if barriers exist in the plane, then stepover rupture will occur and the slip distribution will split into several subregions (Figure 2). Consequently, the wave train of P and S wave will become complicated and seem as a
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superimposition of several subevents with different arrival times.

The stepover rupture bring troubles in microseismic events arrival picks and locations. However, the relative slip distribution of these subregion could help us to determine the rupture propagate directions and subsequently the direction of fracture plane.

In this study, we focus on the stepover rupture/multi-subevent to determine the rupture direction.

Method

The main purpose of this study is to determine rupture directions in fracture planes from microseismic waveform complexities. The method can be split into two parts:

(1) Subevent identification
The waveforms are superimpositions of several subevents with different arrival times. The waveforms of subevents interfere with each other and are difficult to isolate them completely. However, the maximum waveforms of the subevents separate from each other (Figure 3).

If we assume that the maximum waveforms of subevents associate with the maximum slip of each subrupture (Figure 2), we can locate the maximum slip by using the maximum waveforms. We used half period of waveforms around the maximum waveforms to locate subevents.

Assuming in homogeneous and isotropic-layered media, microseismic events must be constrained by azimuthal information along with P and S wave arrivals when using downhole arrays (De Meersman et al. 2006). We defined the object function as:

\[
\Phi = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ w_1 (t_{pi} - TP_i - T_0)^2 + w_2 (t_{si} - TS_i - T_0)^2 \right. \\
\left. + w_3 (Az_{obs,i} - Az_{ori})^2 \right]
\]

Where, N is the station number, tpi and tsi is the observed arrival of maximum waveform for P and S waves, respectively. T_0 is the origin time. w1, w2 and w3 are weighting factor. Az is the raypath azimuth determined by using P wave particle motion (Figure 3). It is obtained from covariance method which has been applied widely downhole monitoring (Caffagni et al. 2016). By minimizing equation (3), we can obtain source location.

(2) Rupture direction determination
Once all subevents have been located, we can determine rupture directions or the fracture plane directions.

Assuming that in a fracture plane, the stepover rupture propagates from earlier subevents to later subevents, we can determine the rupture direction by using a vector pointing from earlier subevents to later subevents. If only two subevents could be identified and located, we can only determine the strike of the rupture propagate direction. If three or more subevents could be identified and located, the stepover rupture direction along with the geometry of the fracture plane can be determined in 3D space.

Real data

We deployed a downhole array with 20-level three-component geophones in a deviated well to study the dynamic processes involved in hydraulic fracturing in...
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Sichuan Basin, China (Figure 4). Geophones ranged from 2120m to 2405m depths with a 15-m interval. The downhole seismic array detected a total of 386 microseismic events with high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) during the last stage (marked by blue rectangular in Figure 4). The velocity model used in events location was determined from well log data and was calibrated by the perforation data of the last stage.

During the last stage, we selected 9 events with clear stepover rupture. Figure 4 shows the waveforms of one event with three subevents. P and S first arrival are marked by IPU0 and ISU0, subevent1 is very weak, and subevent2 and subevent3 are marked by tp1, tp2 for P arrivals and ts1, ts2 for S arrivals.

Results

Figure 5 shows the results of the rupture direction determined from waveform complexity. The red circles denote the event locations derived from first arrivals for P and S wave. These locations are usually interpreted as the initial of ruptures. Blue and green dots denote the locations for subevents determined from the maximum waveforms in each event. The subevents shown as blue dots occurred earlier than the subevents shown as green dots.

Each group of red circle, blue dot and red dot could determine a fracture plane. We draw blue lines between associated subevents and black lines to their corresponding rupture initials (red circles).

The arrows pointing to the last subevents (green dots) represent the rupture directions. These directions are consistent with the temporal-spatial distribution of microseismic events.

(1) The strikes of the fracture planes are consistent with the trend of the spatial distribution of microseismic events.

(2) During the hydraulic performance, microseismic events migrated outward from the perforation points along with pumping fluid flow forward. Our stepover ruptures also propagate in the same directions.

After the pumping stopped, microseismic events migrated backward to the well along with fluid drew back. During this stage, the stepover ruptures also show a similar behavior.

Conclusion

We derived rupture directions of hydraulic fractures from microseismic waveform complexity. Subevents could be identified and located by using their maximum waveforms. Real data analysis show that stepover rupture directions derived from waveform complexity are consistent with temporal-spatial distribution of microseismic events. The results could also be indicators of fluid flow directions.
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Figure 5: Phases picks of five stations of one event (Note: red, blue and black are E, N and Z component, respectively).

Figure 6: a) Microseismic events location in plan view, color circles represent different time lapse; b) analysis selected events (red circles) in a) to get rupture direction which is indicated by blue arrows.
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